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Abstract

The decay rates for the electromagnetic decays of 
v e c t o r mesons are derived within the spectrum-generating 
SU(4) approach. Radiative as well as leptonic decays of 
vectormesons can be derived from one theoretical assumption 
and given in terms of three reduced matrix elements. The 
implication of the experimental value r(p-Mry) = (35 ± 10) 
keV for the form of the electromagnetic current ope-ator is 
discussed.
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Historically one can distinguish two stages in the use 
of groups in quantum physics. The first stage is the use of 
groups to describe symmetry transformations. It was one of 
the glorious achievements of theoretical physics to show that 
from the fundamental assumptions of quantum mechanics and 
plausible properties for symmetry transformations one arrives 
at unitary representations of invariance groups and at the 
fundamental observables as the generators of these symmetry 
transformations. The practical applications of this result 
were 1) the classification of physical systems using the 
reduction of a representation with respect to a subgroup, 
and 2) the calculation of transitions between subsystems using 
the Wigner Eckart theorem and definite assumptions about 
transformation properties of observables.

The second stage in using group theory started around 
1964. Its purpose was the same as the purpose for using sym
metry groups: The representation were to be used for classi
fication and the assumed transformation properties of the 
observables were to be used for the calculations of trans
formations. The essential difference was that the existence 
of these group representations could not be derived from 
properties of symmetry transformations upon the physical 
system.

Many new names have been introduced for these groups: 
dynamical groups, non-invariance groups, spectrum-generating

1. Introduction and Summary
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groups, and dynamical symmetry groups of the velocity opera
tor. The concept, however, is very old: already the isospin 
group SU(2)j is rot a group of symmetry transformations but 
was introduced for the classification of particles. None
theless, it was more in the spirit of that time to imagine 
a symmetry transformation behind this classification group, 
to ignore the mass differences in an isomultiplet and take 
Poincare group ®SU(Z)j as an "approximate symmetry group." 
When the classification group was enlarged from SU(2) to 
S(J(3), this was again understood in the concept of the "ap
proximate symmetry group." However, the mass differences in 
an SU(3) multiplet are large and--unlike the SU(2)j case-- 
the symmetry breaking correction factor (probably of the
order m„/m = 4) in the calculation of a matrix element areK ii
of the same order of magnitude as the factor coming from 
the group property (Clebsch Gordan coefficient). In SU(4) 
the mass differences in a multiplet are very large and the 
symmetry breaking correction factor (of the order = 20)
is now an order of magnitude larger than the Clebsch Gordan 
coefficient describing the effect of the group property.
Thus, whereas the use of SU(2)j as an approximate symmetry 
group was reasonable and the use of SU(3) as an approximate 
symmetry group was questionable, the use of SU(4) as an ap
proximate symmetry group is probably catastrophic.

Presently there appe s to be sufficient evidence that 
SU(4) classifies the elementary particles, so one would
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expect that it should also fulfill its second purpose, 
namely the calculation of the transition rates using the 
Wigner Hckart theorem, if the meaning of SU(4) is properly 
specified. This meaning of SU(4) can, as stated above, not 
be that of an approximate symmetry group. The meaning which 
has been suggested for SU(3) and which has already been ap
plied to various processes, is that of a spectrum-generating 
group commuting (not with the momentum P^ but) with the 4- 
velocity operator P^/M.1^2^  In this paper we will treat 
SU(4) as such a spectrum-generating group SU(4)E, and apply 
it to the calculation of electromagnetic transitions.

In section 2 the notion of the spectrum-generating 
SU(4) is reviewed. The first part of section 3 contains a 
detailed derivation of the radiative decay rate in relativis- 
tic quantum mechanics, not making use of any assumption of 
local field theory but using the conditions (2.1) of our 
spectrum-generating i :>up approach. The result (3.29) 
differs from the conventional expression for r(V-*-Py) by a 
suppression factor if(mp,mv) whose detailed form depends upon 
the precise assumption of the SU(4)E properties of the elec
tromagnetic transition operator. The SU(4) matrix elements 
can be expressed in terms of four reduced matrix elements 
which can be reduced to two after the charge conjugation 
property and the group theoretical substitute of the Okubo-Iisuka- 
Zweig rule is used. In the comparison with the experimental

data two cases are distinguished: Table I gives the results 
for the case that the two parameters are obtained by a fit 
to the experimental data. Table II gives the results for 
the case that the number of parameters is further reduced 
to one by the requirement that for the old mesons in SU(3) 
the electromagnetic current operator is given by the Gell- 
Mann Nishijima formula, which cannot reproduce the experi- 
mentil data for r(p-*-n7 ). The two cases require different 
suppression factors but both cases are capable of describing 
the general features of the experimental situation, in par
ticular the suppression of the radiative decays of the new 
mesons tp ■* XY and D*-*-Dy. In section 4 the same assumptions 
that were used in section 3 for the radiative decays are 
applied t o the leptonic decays of vcctor mesons, V * ee, and 
perfect agreement with the experimental values is obtained 
with a suppression factor empirically justified by the re
sults for the radiative decays. Therewith all electromagnetic 
decay rates of vectormesons can be derived from one precise 
theoretical assumption and given in terms of three reduced ma
trix elements (Gd, GS, Ga defined below). Although this particu
lar form of the suppression factor is phenomenologically suc
cessful within this context, it is not yet firmly established. 
Nevertheless, the general idea of the spectrum-generating 
group approach.appears to be the only tenable interpretation
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2. Spectrum-Generating SU(4)

If SU(4) (or SU(3) or any group that classifies the 
particles by internal quantum numbers) would be a symmetry 
group, i.e., if

(2.1) [Py,SU(4)] - 0 [LUV,SU(4)J = 0

where P^ and represent the generators of the Poincare 
group ir. the hadron space then the natural choice for a 
system of basis vectors in the hadron space would be the 
direct product:

(2.2) |pss3>®|a> = |pss3;a>

where |pss3> denote the Wigner basis vectors of the irre
ducible representation of the Poincare group and |a> denote 
the basis vectors in the SU(4) space.(e.g., |a> may be 
given by (9) of 1^.)

(2.1) is far from being a reasonable approximation 
for SU(4) and even for SU(3) because of the large mass 
differences. Therefore the basis system (2 .2 ) either does 
not exist--(if the label a includes in addition to the 
charges labels like the eigenvalues of the Casimir operators 
of SU(4) and its subgroups)--or does not have a well defined 
SU(4) transformation property--(if a just denotes the charges
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and leaves the additional group labels unspecified). In
either case it is not possible to use the Wigner Eckart
theorem to write the matrix elements of a regular tensor 

floperator T in the form 

(Z.3) <a’p' |T®|pa> = E C(“.P“')Y<ma 'p',T,p’"a>Y

where C(a,e,a’)Y are SU(4) Clebsch Gordan coefficients and 
<mQ iP'l'rllPma>Y aTe SU(4) invariant reduced matrix elements. 
Expressions like (2.3) can only be fulfilled (i.e. <ma ip'|T||pma>Y 
can only be invariant) to the extent to which the mass de
pendence ma upon the internal quantum numbers a can be ne
glected. Such a neglect of the mass differences within a 
multiplet is obviously unjustified for SU(4). Already for 
SU(3) the variation of the "reduced matrix element"
<mQ ,p11 T||pma>^ with a and o* should be as large as the 
variation of the Clebsch Gordan coefficient C(a,S,tx') with 
a and a', for SU(4) the variation of <:m0,p,||Tjpma>Y should 
be much larger than the variation of C(a,6,o').

In our spectrum-generating group approach,1̂  the group 
that classifies particles with different masses in a multi
plet, which we will call SU(4)E , is assumed to fulfill in
stead of (2.1) the relation

(2.4) (Py,SU(4)E] - 0 where P^ * P^M-1
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12.S)

( 2 . 6 )

(2.7)

The mass operator M as well as the momentum operator
P are not SU(4)E invariants, however, the dimensionless
velocity operator P is postulated to be an SU(4)B invariant.P c

Under assumption (2.3) the natural choice for basis 
vectors in the hadron space is

|pss3;a> » Ipss j>@ |a>

where |pssj> are the generalized eigenvectors of the velocity 
operator P^:

%|PSS3> • TflPsV

As a consequence of (2.4) the Wigner Eckart theorem now
Qgives for an SU(4)g tensor operator T :

<a'p,|T6|pa> = Zc(aBa') <p'|T|p>
Y r

where <p'|T|p> ,̂ are SU(4)„-invariant reduced matrix elements
which are functions only of SU(4)P invariant quantities like 

Putlie 4-velocity p = ~  and do not depend upon a.
The basis (2.5) is the basis in the direct product space 

®  hSU(4) where h? the representation space of 
the velocity--Poincare group Plpv,Pw characterized by the

invariants P^P^1 = 1 and s and is the representation
space of SU(4)e. Thus the generators of SU(4)£ are represented
by 1 ©  E , and the generators of P, fi are represented by 01 Wll\)>r»l
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LUV® 1  and Py ®  1. However the mass operator and conse
quently the momentum operator, i.e. the representative of 
the generator of the physical Poincare group in the hadron 
space @  cannot be given as a direct product
in which one of the factors is the unit operator.

In our quantum mechanical description of the one-hadron 
system the algebra of observables contains in addition to the 
operators of the extended Poincare group and the generators 
Eq of the spectrum generating SU(4)g other observables which 
are defined by their algebraic relations with these operators 
(and perhaps also by their relations among each other). Such 
observables are the transition operators or "non-local ci’r- 
rents" v“ , ii indicates . eir transformation property as a 
L o r e n t z-vector operatoi ind the label a, which can take all 
the particle label tt0±v K®*, n, D, F, x and is connected
with their SU(4)E transformation property. However, as we 
shall see below and as was also discussed in ref. 1, there 
is no reason to assume that the transition operators V® them
selves are regular tensor operators. Instead, experimental 
data give preference to the assumption that functions of 

and the mass operator, e.g. vjj = fV^,M transform irre- 
ducibly under SU(4)g. In the direct product space for the 
one-hadron system these irreducible tensor
operators are then without any further assumption written in 
their most general form as a linear combination of direct prod
ucts of operators V1 in and irreducible tensor operators v“

inHSUW:
2.8) ?“ = V“

where I are some additional labels.
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In this section we will discuss in detail the decay of 
a vector meson V'into a pseudoscalar meson P and a photon y . 
From the general principles of quantum mechanics it follows 
that the rate for the decay of a system V into a system Py 
is given by

(3.1) r(V-Py) = 2tt S  5(Ep - E^) |<yPb| T|V) | 2
b y

where |V) denotes the state vector describing the state of
the decaying system V and |bPy> deontes (not a state vector
but) an element of a basis system of (generalized) eigenvectors
which span the space of the decay products P,y. Z  means

b
summation (or integration) over all values of b which are 
detected. T is the transition operator (interaction Hamil
tonian) .

In rjlativistic processes one usually chooses these 
generalized basis vectors to be generalized eigenvectors of 
the momentum operators. If these generalized momentum opera
tors |k,X> are "normalized" according to

3. Radiative Decays

(3.2)

( 3 . 3 )

<X'k'|kX> = 6XIJl2E(k)6(k-k')
then

Z
b I

d3k
ZETTcT
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However, one could also choose any other basis system, 
and it is advantageous to choose the basis system such that 
the matrix elements of the transition operator T can be 
written in the most convenient form. As we have remarked 
above, under assumption (2.4) it is very advantageous to 
choose for the hadron spaces not the generalized momentum 
eigenvectors but generalized velocity eigenvectors |pX> which 
are normalized according to

(3.4) <X'p'|pX> = 6x,x2g(p)63(p-p')

where p » ]“• and E = 5. = (1 + ^ r ) 1^2 - 
m m m

Then

(3.5) Z - Z
b X

f  *?£
J  2E

Using the generalized momentum eigenvectors (3.2) for 
the photon and the generalized velocity eigenvectors (3.4) 
for the pseudoscalar mesons, one has the basis system

(3.0) |bPy> « |pP>®|kAy> » |pkXPy>

so (3.1) is written as

(3.7) r(V-Py) ■= 2it / &  Z S(Ep+Ey-Ev)|<PyXk^|T|V)|2 
J 2Ep  ̂J Y
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(3.8)

( 3 . 9 )

( 3 . 1 0 )

The decaying state vector |V) may be expanded in terras of the 
generalized velocity eigenvectors

|V) = 2  f 4 5 l  | p • A * V><f>A, (p 1) 
X' J 2E A

where the "velocity wave function" 't̂ (Py) is normalized such 
that

£ l2 = i X'J 2E’ A

The label V in |pXV> stands fcr the internal quantum numbers 
a of the vector mesons, and |i)>x(p)|2 describes the probability 
density that the momentum of the decaying sys tem is p = myP 
and the polarization is X. For the case that the decaying 
particles have the momentum Py (=0) and completely undeter
mined polarization

>v ,(p,)<t.J,(p’) = ^ v ,x,2E6(p’-pv) = ^6x„x,m^ZE«(p'-pv)

as there are three polarizations X.
Inserting (3.8) into <PyXkp|T|V) of (3.7) one obtains

<PyXkp | T | V) - £  <PYXkp|T|p'XvV>4>. (p')
X^ J  ZE' V AV

Using momentum conservation (or the Wigner Eckart theorem
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( 3 . 1 1 )

( 3 . 1 2 )

(3.13)

( 3 . 1 4 )

for the scalar operator T of the translation group) one can 
write the T matrix

<PYXkp|T|p'XyV> = 63(k+p-p')«YP|T|V»

where the reduced matrix element depends only upon two of 
the momenta k,p,p'. Inserting (3.11) into (3.10) gives

<PyXkp| T| V) = Z  [  S2(k+p-p')4>A (p') «YP I T| VXy>>
xv J  mv v

= C^f£)«YP|T|VX» 2E 4  - .Xv m‘ V mV A <:tv iK+PJ

where Ev (k+p) = (m2 + (lc+p)2)1^2.

From (3.9) and (3.12) one obtains

| <PyXkp | T | V) | 2 = £  — «(k+p-pv)<*rP|T|VXv»  
xv 2EV"V

where Z  = t Z  means averaging over the polarizations of 
Xv Xy 

the decaying vector mesons.
Inserting this into (3.7) yields5-*

/ j  j _
IIT x̂ , s(Ep+EY' Ev̂ 63fP+lc'Pv^JIT 2%̂1 v P V V '  vr r v - L L

A y  IHpIIly V

x  l « X Y P p | T | p v V X v » |  2

where 2  means summing over the photon polarizations and
V v
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(3.IS)

averaging over the vector meson polarization.
Eq. (3.14) is still completely general. Not even the 

weakness of the interaction has been used, if one interprets 
T as the T-operator and not the interaction Hamiltonian.
In order to proceed we shall now make some assumptions for 
the T matrix of the radiative decays. We assume, in analogy 
to (3.15) of ref. 1 and in concord with the lowest-order per 
turbation theory expression that the T matrix can be written 
as the product of a photonic part e^k.A) and a hadronic 
part:

« A YPp|T|pvVXv»  = e1J(k,X)«Pp|H®1|pvVAv»  

elwhere is the transition operator (non-local current) in 
the electromagnetic transitions of hadrons.

This ansatz (3.IS) is certainly n ot the most general 
possibility, if one thinks in terms of the perturbation 
series of field theory. However, as we shall see below, 
it leads to the same magnetic dipole transitions as in the 
lowest order of the usual treatment, but with the signifi
cant difference that the magnetic moments are now not only 
given by the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients but are also func
tions of the masses due to the use of velocity basis 
vectors. The difference between our approach and the 
lowest order perturbation theoretical treatment lies in

14

the quantum mechanics for the hadron system?^ The result 
of this relativistic quantum mechanics is contained in the 
hadronic matrix element <<Pp|H®*|qV>> describing the hadron 
structure.

The hadronic matrix element < < P p | P y V > >  is obtained 
from the theory that describes the hadron structure. The 
theory that describes this structure is assumed to be a 
relativistic quantum mechanics. For the model which describes 
the vector mesons and pseudoscalar mesons it is given by an 
algebra of operators, which in addition to the generators of 
the extended Poincare group and the group SD(4)g(or the 
suitably defined group SU(8)) contains a sixteenplet of 
Lorentz-vector operators , a = a, n, K, D, F, x- (*n
addition to the Lorentz-vector operators there are also 
Lorentz-axial-vector operators and perhaps others which, 
however, do not concern us for electromagnetic transitions.) 
These vector operators are very reminiscent of, but not 
identical with, the local currents. Their properties are 
just specified by their relations to the other operators of 
the algebra (algebraic relations), e.g., that they are 
Lorentz-vector operators with a certain charge conjugation 
and time-inversion transformation property and have a par
ticular transformation property under SU(4)E. In analogy 
to the property of the local current operators, one would 
want to assume that the are scalar (for a = a) and regular
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(3.16)

(3.17)

tensor operators. However, ?s SU(4) is not considered to be 
a symmetry group, one may want to admit a more genera) 
transformation property of the V° which in the symmetry limit 
goes over into the old assumption. Various possibilities for 
these new assumptions have been discussed in reference 1 for 
the weak leptonic decays. One possibility which appeared very 
attractive for this case was that the hadronic transition 
operator for the weak decays was given by

HW = g Z (V8 + A6) ,U 3 w M

where g is a strength constant, with

fi -1 S -1(V®,M } = octet operator (and also (A“,M ) « octet operator)

In analogy to this one would want to assume that

{v“ ,M"*) « SU(4)g-regular-tensor operator

for r» = u , K,... and an SU(4)£-scalar operator for a * <i.
61 (VH in (3.15) differs in dimension from of refer

ence 1 (H®1 has the dimension (GeV)3 whereas hJJ has the di
mension GeV). Therefore if one again wants a dimensionless 
strength constant, one has to take for H®1 something like

H®1 = G ( M , { M . V ^ 1 ) )

l b

(3.18)

(3.19)

(3.20)

where V^ for SU(4) according to (23) of I is given by

v e l -  v  0 + - i -  v n - / f  v x + v °  
u p ^  V / 3  v  p

We should, however, like to stress that there can be 
no theoretical derivation of basic assumptions like (3.16) 
and (3.17), and that their only justification can be given 
by agreement with experiment. In fact we have doubts that

el(3.16) and (3.17) will give the ultimate relation between , 
the v“ and SU(4)B, and have also investigated other assump-M E
tions. Included in the fits of Table I are the assumptions
(3.16) with

H®1 = G(M, (M^V®1} }

for q = 1/2,1,3/2. Other integer or half-integer values for 
q do not fit the data. Assumptions (3.16) and (3.17) will 
be treated here as working hypotheses.

From (3.16) it follows that

•=<Pp|{V®1,M‘1}|qV>> = SC(V,el,P)Y«p,0-|ViJ| q r » Y

where C(V,el,P)^ denote the SU(4)C Clebsch-Gordan coeffi
cients and <<p||q>>^are the SU(4)^-invariant reduced matrix 
elements. The V and P in C(V,cl,P) denote the sets of

c 3
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(3.21)

(3 .2 2 )

( 3 .23)

internal Quantum numbers o f  th e hadrons V and P, and el 
stands for the electromagnetic component. Thus, according 
to (3.18)

C(V,el,P) « C(V,tr°,P) + -i- C(V,n,P) - A  C(V,x,P) + C(V,o,P)/3 * J

The various SU(4) reduced matrix elements are labelled by 
y . For the case under consideration these are the F-type 
and D-type reduced matrix elements of the 15-plet operator 
between two 15-plets, reduced matrix element of the 15-plet 
operator between singlet and lS-plet and the reduced matrix 
element of the singlet operator.

These reduced matrix elements <<:p ,0" | 11" ,X ,q>>^ are 
SU(4)E-invariant functions of the SU(4)E-invariant Lorentz 
vectors p^, q̂  and the vector-meson polarization vector 
e (q,X). From the transformation properties with respect 
to the homogeneous Lorentz group, space reflection and time 
inversion, and from CVC in the form

[P^.H®1) = 0, T P V ® 1] = 0, [p,j ,v u j - 0

where Py is the momentum operator in hadron space, it fol
lows that they can be written as

« p O - IV u l q , = a(Y)sgvpcJp V e 0(q,A)

where e°(q,X) is the polarization vector of the vectormeson.
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(3.24)

(3.25)

(3.26)

(3.27)

The s c a l a r  redu ced matrix elements â  j may be functions 
of "Vqv> which we will, however, ignore at the moment 
under the assumption that such a dependence will be weak.^ 

From (3.20) it then follows that

«Pp|V^(qV» = <P|V,”a«|V>evvpop V e 0

where <V|Vn'a®|P> is the SU(4) matrix element.

<P|Vmag|V> = ZC(V,el,P)YaM

Vmag one or a iinear combination of the operators V®1 in 
^SU(4) occurring in (2.8), mag standing for the index I (to be 
precise one should have denoted the operator in (3.20) also 
as v"ag). For H®1 of (3.17) using (3.24) one obtains

<<Pp|H®X|qVX» = G(mp+mv)<P|Vmag|V>euupop V e a(q,A) 

Inserting this into (3.15) gives

<<AyPp|T|qVXy» = G(mp+mv)<P |Vmag | V>epYp(Jpwq0eC(qA) (k,X)

which is identical with the usual matrix element for 
magnetic dipole transitions, except that here, due to the 
use of generalized velocity eigenvectors, the magnetic momenta 
depend not only upon the internal quantum number through 
<P|Vel|V> or the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, but also upon 
the masses.
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( 3 . 2 8 )

( 3 . 2 9 )

(3.30)

(3.31)

To obtain the decay rate one inserts the T-matrix (3.27) 
into (3.14)

J L J :  G^p|vm a g | v > r

X  Z 
pol

f d3k d3p

which after integration becomes

|m„+nil» »> •» / hi n \
G<PIV ® I V> | (1 - ( jjJ ) 2)3

This is the usual expression for the V-*Py decay rate, except 
for the suppression factor

m _+niv
Hy^ “ ‘K'V'V

As mentioned above, different assumptions for (3.16) and (3.17) 
will give different suppression factors. IVe have included 
in the fit of the experimental data, given in Table 11 below, 
suppression factors of the form

.In) mp + 1/2. 1, 3/2

This class of suppression factors follows if one uses instead 
of (3.17) the more general assumption (3.19). Rut as mentioned

(3.3?)

already above, basic assumptions like (3.19) or (3.17) have 
only an empirical justification and many other forms ol the 
suppression factors are also possible and should be tested.

For the four reduced matrix elements which occur
in the SU(4) matrix element (3.25) we use the following no- 
tat ion

a ( F )  = < 0 ' ( 1 S } ( ( V { 1 S |̂| ( I S J I  " > F = F  

a ( D )  ‘  < 0 ‘ U 5 } ! | V ( 1 5 ) | | { 1 5 } r > D = D

a , . ,  = <0"{1S)||V(15)|| f 1) 1 '> = - ~J~ <{1)||V(15)|! {1S)> = AlAJ /n

3(S) = <0"o|V°|ol'> » S

From equation (3h) of 1 follows that F = 0. In order to 
obtain the SUM) matrix elements <P|Vm3f*|V> the vectormesons 
Jv> and pseudoscalar mesons | P> have to be assigned to vectors 
with definite SU(4) property. As described in 1 section 4 
we shall choose for the pseudoscalar mesons the basis 
vectors of the reduction chain (37) of I and for the vector
mesons the basis vectors of the reduction chain (38) of I.
The I = 0 vector mesons are then described by (42) of I and 
the 1 = 0  pseudoscalar mesons are described by the unmixed 
SU(4) basis vectors. We shall call this particle assignment
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(3.33)

the ideal mixing limit. This limit ignores not only devia 
tion from ideal mixing for vector mesons, but also n-n'-x 
mixing and isospin mixing. Deviation from ideal mixing 
should not be considered separately without considering 
isospin mixing (p°-(i>, ir̂ -ri) because they are of the same 
magnitude and perhaps of the same origin.

The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients C(V^,el,P), i.e., the 
coefficients appearing in the matrix elements <P|Vmag|Vj> 
where |V̂ > stands for the basis vector in the SU(4) basis 
(eq. (41) of ,1) are given in Table 5 of I and the coeffi
cient appearing in the matrix element <P|Vmag|o> in front 
of A is given by C(a,8,P) = 6gp.9  ̂ Using for the ideally 
mixed vector mesons the expressions (42) of I one then ob
tains immediately the SU(4) matrix elements <P|Vmag|V> in 
terms of the three parameters D, A and S:

<ir°|Vma8|w> = —  D - —  A 
2/3 /2

<n|Vmag|(j» = —  D + /C S -- —  A
2/7 2/3

<ir±>0|Vn,ag|p±’°> = S

<K°|Vmag|K°*> = —  D + S 
/3

<K+|Vmag|K+*> = S

<n|vmae|u)> = -i-D - —  s  - —  a 
? /3 /6

<n)vmag|p°> = - j D

2 Z

(3.34.)

<x!Vma«k> = - i D * ^ S * i A

<D°|Vmag|D°*> = - —  D + S /3
<D±|Vmag|Di*> = S

<F±|Vmag|F1%  = S

<n° | Vmag 1t|<> = -<T1° I vmag | «> = /3 <n|vmag|i(i> = —  D + I  A
2/6  2

The reduced matrix eleirents D, A and S are free param
eters which can be determined by a fit to the known experi
mental decay rates of the old vector mesons r(w-*-7ry) ** 870 i 
61 keV, r($--nY) * 74 ± 15 keV, r(D-Tty) = 35 ± 10 keV, 
r(K°*-*-K°Y) = 75 ± 35 keV, and r(<Ji-TT0Y) = 4.9 ± 1.6 keV. The 
last decay rate r($-*-TT̂ Y) is orders of magnitude smaller than 
expected from its phase space value. One may therefore con
clude that |<n°|Vmag|it>>| = 0 or according to (3.33) A ; -D//5’.

From the last line in (3.33) it then follows that the 
decay rates of v ■* ir®y and <1/ * ny must also be small. The re
quirement

A = -D//6

will make the amplitude for these transitions zero if one 
uses, as done here, the ideal mixing limit. Postulating 
(3.34), one describes the occurrence of these small transitions
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3.35)

--which we want to call "forbidden" transitions--as a small 
deviation from the ideal mixing limit. The relation (3.34) 
and corresponding relations for other decays, then explains 
the smallness of the decay rates of into the old mesons as 
well as the smallness of <t>-*Trf. In the quark model the conse
quences of (3.34) are explained by the Okubo-Iisuka-Zweig rule.*0  ̂

A theoretical explanation of (3.34) can be given in 
terms of the transformation property of the operator V1"3® 
with respect to the SU(6) ®  SUg (2j and SUW(4) ©  SUg^(2) 
occurring in the subgroup chain (38) of I: So far we have 
only specified the transformation property of V®* and vmag 
with respect to SU(4)g. If we assume in addition that Vmag 
is the restriction to the SU(4)g representation space
of an operator which commutes with SU(6) (x) SU(2)g and

XSU(4)^ (x) SU(2)g^ then it follows that

< n ° | V m a g |i(/> = 0  ,  < t t ° | v m a g |<f>> = 0 , < i } | V m a g | ^ >  = 0

as one can immediately see from Table 6 of I. With the last 
line of (3.33) this then lead to (3.34). The precise alge
braic formulation of this SU(6) x SU(2)C and SU(4)U x SU(2)o

S X V
probably can only be given after the precise meaning of the
relatjvistic SU(8), SU(6) and SU(4)^ is known.

We continue all calculations under the condition (3.34). 
Introducing the new notation
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(3.36) d = —  D
/3

the SU(4) matrix elements of (3.33) become:

<n°j VmagJ(D> = d

<n|vma8)4>> = (d + S)

<T,0 ± |Vmag|p0 ± > = S 

<Ki|Vmag|K±*> = S 

<K°|Vmag|K°*> = d + S

■ . .ITI3 2 i 1 jv n | V = - —  d

c 3 . 3 7  J <n|Vm a 8 |p°> = - —  d
/3

<x|Vmag|4» = ' J  (-d + S)

<D°|Vmag|D°*> = -d + S 

<D+ )Vmag) D+*> = S 

<pijVraag|F±*> = S

<n° | Vmag | 4>> = -<7i°|VmagU> = - n|Vmag|i|)> -i-= 0
/3

The above SU(4) matrix elements (3.37) are the expres
sions in the ideal mixing approximation. However, small 
deviations from ideal mixing have a negligible effect upon 
our predictions except for the "forbidden" decays.
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(3.38)

The magnitude of the decay rate for the "forbidden" 
decays can be obtained with a small deviation from ideal 
mixing. For example, an increase by 4° from the ideal tp-u 

mixing angle will predict a decay rate of r(4>-*-h®yD s 10 keV, 
and an admixture of 0.0l|x> in n jnd 0.01|<d> + 0.OX(4>> in iIi 
will predict a decay rate of r(if>+nY) * 0.13 kev.11  ̂ As we 
have already mentioned above, deviations from ideal mixing 
should not be considered separately without considering 
isospin mixing (p®-o), w^-n). We will, therefore, continue 
our discussions in the ideal mixing approximation consider
ing only the allowed decays.

One could think of one further theoretical requirement 
to reduce the number of parameters in (3.37) and relate d 
to S. This requirement would be that for the matrix ele
ments of Vma® between the old mesons, the relations obtained 
should be the same as those obtained in SU(3) with the Gell-
Mann Nishijima formula Ve* = V*0 + —  Vn. According to (3.18)u P y j u
this would mean that

<0‘ . P ’ I- J\ v*  + V°|V',1 > = 0

where P' and V' are any of the old pseudoscalar and vector 
mesons, respectively. Inserting the Clebsch-Gordan coeffi
cients into (3.38) one can see that this leads to the follow
ing relation between the reduced matrix elements:

(3.36b)

(3.40)

(3.41)
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S = - i  —  D = - 4 d
3  n  3

Table I, column b, gives the SU(4) m?trix elements with the 
additional condition (3.39b). It is well known that the 
prediction in column b, r(p->iry)/r(io-»TrY) = 1/9 (usually called 
the quark model prediction) is in disagreement with the ex
perimental value for rexP(p-*JTY)/rexP(<i)-*-iTY) = 1/25. Further
more, as the p and u> masses are so close to each other, 
any suppression factor will fulfill ^(m^.m ) =: $(m^,mu).
Thus there is no way to explain the theoretical value for 
this ratio by a symmetry breaking effect. Therefore, if 
rexP(p-nY), which was obtained in only one experiment12  ̂ is 
correct, (3.38) cannot hold and the Gell-Mann Nishijima 
formula for the current must be augmented by an SU(3) scalar 
term V®, s o  t h a t  in SU(3) the electromagnetic current is 
given by

Vel = ŷ O + _1_ yH + yS
w v u w

This still leads to the old Gell-Mann Nishijima formula for 
the meson charges, since

according to (29) of I.
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From the experimental value of r(p-̂ tty)/r(io->-tiy) one ob
tains in contrast to (3 .3 9 ) |S/d| = 1/S. The experimental 
value for r(<j>-*-nY)/r(cd+tiy) together with the form (3.31) for 
the suppression factor det'rmines the sign to be positive 
so that

(3.39a) S = -̂d

is the empirically determined relation between S and d.
Table I, column a, gives the SU(4) matrix elements under 
the additional condition (3.39a). A glance at the Table I 
shows that besides the value of r(p-*iTY) the ratio r ( K  -*K y )/  

r , which is again independent of the suppression 
factor, will be a sensitive discriminator between (3.39b) 
and (3.39a) and therewith an important test of the formula 
for the electromagnetic current operator.

IVe shall give here two fits to the experimental data.
The first*3  ̂uses the experimental value^2  ̂ r(p->-TrY) = 35 ± 10 
keV, i.e., a value of S/d close to (3.39a), and for the 
suppression factor }(mp,mvJ the form (3.31). The second 
fit ignores the experimental value for p-*hy and uses instead 
the Gell-Mann Nishijima formula for the electromagnetic cur
rent operator which leads to a value of S/d given by (3.39b); 
this will require a suppression factor different from (3.31). 
It is the empirical form of the suppression factor which is
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the principle purpose of these investigations, because the 
form of the suppression factor will provide the empirical 
information about algebraic relations of the transition 
operator v“ and H®1 under the spectrum generating SU(4)E- 
The assumption (3.16) (3.19) was taken as a working hypothe
sis which lead to (3.31). Though (3.16) had been success
fully applied to the weak leptonic decay of mesons, there is 
no reason that (3.17) or (3.19) should hold and we are not 
at all convinced that this hypothesis is realized in nature. 
Therefore many other forms of the suppression factor should 
also be tested and the purpose of the present comparison with 
the experimental data is not so much to obtain exact agreement 
with the present experimental values (many of which still re
quire confirmation) but to show that the spectrum-generating 
SU(4)g approach has the potential to describe the experimental 
situation for the radiative decays.

Table II gives the comparison with the experimental 
data for the case that S/d is close to (3.39a), the param
eters |Cd| and |S/d| and sign (S/d) are determined from 
r (w-tiy) , r(p-+ny) and r(<t>-*nY) respectively. Column 3, 4 and 
S are foT the suppression factor (3.31) with q = 1/2, q = 1 
and q = 5/2 respectively. All other values of q give already 
unsatisfactory results for well established experimental 
values. One feature of the spectrum generating SU(4) approach 
(with the suppression factor (3.31) and many other forms of 
the suppression factor) is that it describes the experimentally
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(3.42)

(3.43)

(3.44)

(3.45)

verified suppression of the decay <l>+x(2.75) + y which is 
not a forbidden transition (by (3.34)). The values in 
column 4 for q = 1 came from a theoretically nice assumption
(3.16), (3.17), but none of these fits can be excluded for 
theoretical or experimental reasons. From the decay 
rates for the leptonic decay of vector mesons, discussed in 
the following section, we will see that q = 1/2 may be even 
the preferred case.

From the u> decay rate one can calculate the value of 
Gd and obtain (choosing the undetermined sign d = +1):

Gd = 5.657-10'3 for q = 1
and

Gd «= 6.27 (keV)1/Z ± 41 for q = 1/2 

The value for CS and GA obtained from this value for Gd is

GS = +1.27 (keV)J/2 ± 15*
and

GA = -4.43 (keV)1/2 ± 51

Table III gives the comparison with the experimental 
data for the case that S/d is given by (3.39b), the only 
free parameter is then Gd which is determined from the rather 
well established experimental value of r(u->TTY). in this case
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(3.45)

(3.46)

a suppression factor of the form (3.31) will not even re
produce the well-established experimental data like r(^nr). 
However, one can find suppression factors which will satis
factorily reproduce the experimental values (except for 
r(p-uY)) and the one used in Table III is

<Hmplmv) = - 1— ~ P * 1, 3/2
my + m{.

The suppression factor (3.45) can also be derived from 
an assumption about the electromagnetic transition operator 
e.g. for p ■ 1 (3.45) follows from the hypothesis (3.16) 
with:

Hel » MVelM U U

(3.46), however would lead to difficulties with the leptonic 
decays discussed in the following section.
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Table I: SU(4) matrix elements of the transition operator 
between pseudoscalar and vector mesons.

S = + Id s = - id

<n|Vmag|u> d d

<n I Vmag| <)>> l A d c|)3/2d

<u|Vmag|p> i* ' I d

<K°|Vmag|K°*> h
< K+1Vmag|K+*> I* -id

<n|vmag|u> sL d —  d
5/3 3/3

<n|Vmag|p> iid zld
/3 /3

<x|vmagU> — —  d
/3

<D°|Vmag|D°*> -fd

<D+ | Vmag | D+*>

<F+|Vmag|F+*> -h

3?

Table II: Calculated values and error estimates for the 
decay rates, m  keV, when rCoj-'Try) and r(p-*-nY} 
is used to determine the parameters.

Decay Experiment q = 1/2 q = 1 q = 3/2

u + ht 870 ± 6 1 14) 870 ± 61 870 ± 61 870 ± 61

0 -  nr 74 ± 1 S 15) SI ± 4 7b ± 6 98 t 7

p -  py 35 ± 1 0 12 ^ 35 ± 10 35 ± 10 35 ± 10

,.o* ,,o K -* K y 75 ± 3 514) 66 i  5 87 ± 7 98 i  8

K -  K y 8014^ 1 . 9 ± 0.6 2.6 ± 0.7 3 . 0  ± 0 . 8
+2 5^^u ■» HY  ̂ 0 ■ - 1.8 0. i8 t 0.05 0.22 ± 0.06 0 . 2 3  ± 0 . 0 7

P •* PY 50 ± 1316^ 3.9 i 0.3 4 . 8  ± 0.3 5.0* 0.4
* * XY <3.5175 0.30 t 0.03 1.6! 0.2 7 . 3  ± 0 . 8

D°* 1°y 0.10 ± 0.01 0 . 3 5  ± 0 . 0 4 1.0 ± 0.1
D+* -► D+Y 0.006 ± 0.002 0.022 ± 0.007 0.07 ± 0.02
F+* -  F+Y 0.006 i 0.002 0.022 ± 0.007 0.07 ± 0.02
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Table III: Calculated values for the decay rates in keV 
when r(m+iTY) and (3.39b) (Gell-Mann Mishimima 
form for the current operator) is used to deter
mine the parameters.

Decay P = 1 P = 3/2

♦ ♦ HY 76.5 59.7

P ♦ »Y 94.9 96.2

X o » i pi o -< 89.3 79.1
+* +K ♦ K Y 22.9 20.4

oi -* hy 2.2 2.1

P * OY 18.0 17.4

*  * XY 18.1 4.03

D°* D°y 3.9 1.3

D+* -*■ D+y 0.24 0.08
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It may be instructive to compare our calculations for
the radiative decays with the calculations for the leptonic

— 181 decays V -*■ ee of vectoimesons.
The decay rate for V + ee is derived by the same argu

ments given in the derivation of (3.14)

/d V  d3p , 7 _ ?
21-1 6 (pVptp-) LT l«ee|T|V»|‘:

+  2 E v m v

The T matrix is written in analogy to (3.15)

(4.2) <<ee | T| V>> = S'(p+) Yuv(p_) « o  | H®11 V »

where the leptonic part is chosen in complete analogy to the
usual perturbation theory expression with the one-photon
exchange term (q being the momentum transfer) and where the
hadronic part <<o|Hel|V>> is ~o come from our relativistic
quantum mechanics of the one-hadron system. |o> here denotes
the vector with the hadron quantum numbers of the vacuum,
i.e., it is according to (2.2) the direct product of the
trivial representation of the velocity-Poincare group P. s

VJV y
and of the trivial representation of the spectrum-generating 
SU(4)e. With (3.16) and (3.19), i.e. the same assumptions 
that were used for the radiative decays (and also the leptonic 
and semi-leptonic decayse of pseudoscalar mesons1 )̂ one obtains

4. Leptonic Decay of Vectormesons
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«a|He*|V>> = Gmvm^<<oO|V®1|V>>

«a|{V®1,M'1} |V» = <o|vel|V>«a|V(J|V,pv ,X‘>> 
and consequently

«olV®1|V» = mv<o|Vel|V>eiJ(pv ,Xv)
and therewith

(4.3) «o|H*1lV» = G m ^  <o | Vel | V>ep (pvXy)

and

Here <o|Vel|V> is the SU(4)g matrix element which in analogy 
to (3.25) is given by

(4.4) <o|Vel |V> = £c(V,el,a)a

(4.5)

(y )

However here the reduced matrix elements are different
from those given in (3.32) and the ones different from zero 
are denoted:

2(a ) = <0+{l)|V(1S)||{15}l‘> = a

a(s) = "0+{l)||V°| {l)l‘> = s

Whereas the transitions in V -*• Py were magnetic type transi
tions, the transitions here are electric type transitions,

pi G Xtherefore we chose the notation V for this Vj of the 
direct product decomposition (2.8).
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Using for the vectormesons the vectors (41) and (42) of
I (ideal mixing limit and inserting the Clebsch-Gordan co
efficients into (4.4) one obtains for these matrix e l e m e n t s :

<o |Vel|p> = ---—  a/TS

<ojVel|u)> = - —  s 
/2

(4.6)
<a [Vel |<t>> = - — a - is

/Jo L

<o|Vel |if;> -----—  a + is
/30

The dec»y rate is calculated by inserting (4.3) into
(4.2) and (4.2) into (4.1). The result is:^^

(4.7) r(V-ee) = ZiilGm^'1 <o|Vel|V>|2 ^  Ttmy

In reference l<s a detailed comparison of (4.7) with 
the experimental decay rates of the old vectormesons r(p®-»ee) =
6.42 ± 0.80 keV, r(ui-ee) = 0.76 i 0.17 keV, r($-ee) = 1.34 ±
0.11 keV was made and it was found that for q = 0, 1 reasonable 
fits were obtained and that q = 1/2 gave an excellent fit.
The case q = 0 will not be considered here any further as 
it does not work for the radiative decays. For the case of 
q = 1 and q = 1/2 one can calculate the two parameters Gs and
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(4.8s)

(4.8a)

(4.8)

(4.9)

Ga from the decay rates of the old vector mesons and then 
calculate the rate for i|i ee. The prediction for q » 1 
is then r(i|i-*-ee) = 23.3 keV ± 30$, which is certainly too large 
as compared to the experimental value rexp(i|<-»-ee) = 4.85 ± 0.55 
keV. For q = 1 (1 the prediction is r(#*ee) = S.63 ± 1 .08  keV 

(or T(i(i-*-ee) = 5.48 + 0.38 keV if one uses only the Orsay 
data for the decay rates of the old vectormesons) which is 
in excellent agreement with the experimental value.

The values of the reduced matrix elements that one ob
tains for the case q = 1/Z from the experimental decay rates 
of the old vector mesons is:

|Gs| = 0.96 (keV)1/2 ± 114 for q - 1/2

|Ga| = 7.46 (keV)1/2 ± 6% for q = 1/2
and

sign a = - sign s

The ratio of a/s that one obtains from these empirical 
values is

a/s = -7.76 ± 14%

The emprical value of this ratio (4.8) is interesting because 
there is a theoretical argument that will also allow to
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(4.10)

(4.11)

calculate this ratio: Unlike for the operator Vmag in the 
SU(4) space, describing the magnetic type transitions V -*• Py, 
the operator Vel in the SU(4) space describing the electric 
type transitions should obey the same restrictions that lead 
to the Gell-Mann N is h i j im a  fo rm u la  when SU(4) is restricted 
to SU(3). Therefore it is tempting to postulate

<0+ ,o | -/j Vx + V°|V',1> = 0

for any of the old vectormesons V'. Because then the electric
type transitions for the old vectormesons in SU(3) are given 

0 ,
by <o|Vn + —  V^|V’>. Using the values of the Clebsch Gordan 

/3
coefficients this leads to

- i -t- a - J- s = 0
3 / ts n

or
a/s = -8.22

This is in perfect agreement with the empirical value (4.9).

t
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